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Space Opera Noir

Not the Same Old Space Opera

Terracide is a science fiction setting based on the new space

opera subgenre. Terracide features the grand adventure,

larger than l ife characters, and exotic outer space settings common to

traditional space operas, but its outlook is more serious, its moral ity

not so black and white, its characters more complex, and its science

considerably “harder.”

This darker, edgier space opera is sometimes referred to as space

opera noir. The characters tend to be gritty, hardboiled types, their

struggles aren't glamorous, and they' l l sacrifice everything for a

pyrrhic victory, but nobody said being a hero is easy. When it’s too

late to save the world, it's time to decide: what remains to fight for,

and how much is it worth?

Terracide is about the heroes who survived total loss of

humanity's Home System, the decisions they made afterwards to save

mankind's future, and the price they paid to see it through.

What is different about Terracide
There are a few things that make Terracide different from most

other science fiction RPGs.

Earth-l ike worlds are almost unheard of. There used to be exactly

one – Earth. Now it's gone. There are several terraforming projects

under way, but they are centuries from completion. Someday, if and

when the work is done, humanity wil l have new worlds to settle.

Humanity has many other types of settlements, however. Most of

these are large artificial space habitats which rotate for artificial

gravity. Asteroid habitats are also common: some rotate for gravity

while others are entirely zero-g. Final ly, work has begun on a few

experimental habitats such as Dyson trees and other exotica.

Al iens are nothing l ike us at al l . They don't have humanoid

bodies, don't breathe oxygen, and don't come from earth-l ike worlds.

Most of them don't even use spoken languages. What they do have is

extremely valuable advanced technology. Deal ing with them

successful ly requires special ized knowledge of al ien cultures.

Rubber science is not your friend. Al l of the technology in

That Mysterious Edge

In ancient times, cartographers had no idea what lay beyond the edges

of their quaint 2-d maps, so they simply wrote "Here be monsters. " In time,

however, all the seas were charted, the maps lost that mysterious edge, and

the monsters faded into legend.

Today, humanity travels the deeper, darker ocean of space, infinite in all

directions. But like the travelers of old, men still answer the call to brave those

endless depths. They go forth seeking alien treasures, ancient secrets of the

Universe, or simply to answer the timeless question:

What's out there?

Having entered that eternal abyss, mankind has once again seen

monsters. And looking back from the farthest reaches of the cosmos, they

have seen us as well.

Professor Karel Serafin — The Rasalhague Memoirs
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Terracide (except the FTL drive) has at least some basis in real-world

scientific theory. There are no psionics, nor any artificial gravity,

reactionless drives, “cloaking devices,” or other physical

impossibil ities.

The Home System is No More
2311 AD: Earth is a charred husk, rendered l ifeless by the

Terracide, a relativistic bombardment of unknown origin which

steri l ized its surface. Elsewhere in the Home System, every inhabited

world, moon, comet, or artificial habitat is shattered in the same

attack. Those who try to return and look for survivors are never heard

from again.

In the aftermath, panicked survivors from the Core Loop Colonies

near Terra flee to the Frontier, causing a refugee crisis across Terran

Space. A mil itary junta takes control of the Core, and begins

consol idating its rule over al l of Terran Space, while a few stubborn

hold-outs prepare to fight for their independence. The Colonial

Reserve Fleet suffers from mass desertions, as its space crews turn

'private' , becoming mercenaries or resorting to outright piracy. And

agitators looking for someone to blame for the Terracide threaten to

wage wars against various powerful al ien species – wars humanity

cannot win.

Humanity's home is now off-l imits. Welcome to the rest of the

Galaxy. It's dark out there.

What Is Terracide Really About?

Many readers ask, “Wil l humanity get revenge for the Terracide?”

They also wonder, “Why does this setting focus on the wars, terrorism

and disasters that fol low the Terracide?” In short, this setting is not

about getting revenge – it is about the desire for revenge, and how

humanity twists that desire to its own ends in the aftermath of

disaster.

In an ideal universe, great tragedies would bring people

together, uniting them in response to their losses. And that often

does happen... for a brief time. Then everyone begins using the

tragedy to advance their own agenda. This cycle of tragedy, brief

mourning, and opportunism has repeated itself countless times in

human history.

This setting is not real ly about the crisis known as the Terracide –

it's about how humanity responds to that crisis afterwards.

Sometimes it's not pretty, but in such times, the galaxy needs heroes

to make it a better place. This is a Savage Worlds setting, so get out

there and have some Fast, Furious and Fun.

After losing 99% of the human race, the last thing we

needed was to start killing off the rest. Naturally, that was

the first thing we did.

– Jack of All Tirades

Things We'll Never Learn
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Chapter 1: After the

Terracide

The year is 2311 AD, and humanity sti l l reels from the effects

of the Terracide. Everyone is awestruck at the unprecedented

loss of l ife – 99% of the human race is gone. The survivors number

approximately 100 mil l ion, scattered across a few dozen star systems

within 20 l ight-years of Terra. Humanity's future is very much an open

question as everyone asks the obvious: how do we survive?

Humanity was never a wealthy species compared to its more

numerous and advanced galactic neighbors, but with the loss of

Terra, humanity faces an economic crisis from which it may take

centuries to recover, if it survives that long. With the interstel lar

economy based on the “monopole standard” and 90% of humanity's

monopole production capabil ity destroyed in the Terracide, the

chances of receiving aid from Terra's al ien trading partners is sl im;

humanity's future is currently a very bad investment.

The most common reaction in the Core Loop systems has been

panic, as future supply shipments from Terra wil l no longer be

arriving, and any possibil ity of temporary and contract workers

rotating back home is out of the question: they are now permanent

residents. Many Core Colony inhabitants have booked passage to

anywhere else, seeking to escape habitats they consider doomed in

the long run. This is causing a refugee crisis across Terran Space, from

the Old Frontier to the Kruger 60 Cluster.

A Rising Panic
The crushing influx of refugees is contributing to rising levels of

fear and distrust, as resource shortages original ly l imited to the Core

Colonies are spreading to other habitats which normal ly consider

themselves self-sufficient. Shipping the refugees home is not option;

nor is sending them elsewhere, or refusing them entry, for

humanitarian reasons. In the crisis, the price of passage on “refugee

ships” has skyrocketed as opportunists take advantage of the

disaster.

Another common reaction to the Terracide is anger, and a desire

for revenge. However, those who wish to avenge the destruction of

Terra are frustrated by a complete vacuum of hard data. Nobody

knows who, or what, committed the Terracide, or why they would do

it. And so they settle for wild rumors. Every al ien species known to

humanity has been put forth as a possible suspect, and hypothetical

unknown al iens as wel l . A few crackpots have accused human factions

of the Terracide, but such destruction is simply beyond human

technology. Even worse, a few terrorist plots against al iens have been

discovered. If such a plot succeeded, it would start another war which

would most l ikely finish what the Terracide started.

The Ridpath Junta
One group in the Core Systems is trying to restore order: the

Ridpath Junta. Admiral Jericho Ridpath was in command of a Terran

Home Fleet (THF) floti l la on a tour of the Core Loop when the

Terracide occurred. As the ranking officer in the remnants of the THF,

he took charge as “mil itary governor” of the Core Colonies, then
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organized the Colonial Reserve Fleet (CRF), Inter-Stel lar Tariff

Arbritration Regime (ISTAR), and a few OFFICE agents into an

emergency government for the duration of the crisis. H is stated

intention is to consol idate al l Terran colonies and settlements under a

single government for the future security of mankind.

Ridpath is having difficulty keeping his Colonial Reserve Fleet

together, however. Already, several starship crews have decided to

take their wel l armed ships and strike out on their own, operating as

freebooters. Most independent settlements have rebuffed the Junta's

initial offers for “protection”, but a few have changed their minds due

to piracy. Their local defense squadrons are no match for rogue CRF

cruisers and destroyers.

The writing is on the wal l ; war is coming, and no al ien species is

incl ined to interfere. The Ridpath Junta's armada is the largest extant

fleet in Terran Space. None of the independent settlements have the

firepower to refuse his campaign of consol idation. However, Terran

Galactic Operations wil l not yield the Kruger 60 Cluster easily, and the

Celestial Guard is undefeated in three Trade Wars, as wel l as the Titan

War. For now, the Junta is biding its time and tightening its hold on

the rest of Terran Space, while the Celestial Guard readies itself for

the largest interstel lar confl ict in human history.

Even after the Terracide, it looks l ike things are only going to get

worse.

Terran Space
Terran Space is loosely divided up into several regions. The Core

Loop and the Kruger 60 cluster are both wel l-defined groups of star

systems close to Terra. Farther out, the Old Frontier and the Lunatic

Fringe are vaguely-defined regions which are home to independent,

hard-to-reach settlements and hosti le al iens. Final ly, the Far Between

refers to everywhere else, where many explorers have vanished into

the night, some intentional ly, others with unkept promises to return

home.
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Core Loop
The Core Loop refers to a group of systems forming a circular

route which used to begin and end at Terra. Al l the Colonies on this

route were under the administration of the now-defunct High Council

on Space Transport (HiCoST). They were also funded and suppl ied by

HiCoST, which leaves their future fol lowing the Terracide in doubt. In

theory they were designed to be self-sufficient, but they were never

100% self-sufficient in practice and never expected to be. Making this

transition without support from Terra wil l be difficult at best.

Core Loop locations include:

•Alpha Centauri: the primary HQ for the Ridpath Junta. Proxima

Centauri is a keeper world

•Epsilon Indi: the site of the Tierra Nueva terraforming project, and a

CRF fleet base

•Tau Ceti: the site of the Stel la Magna and Greater Mars terraforming

projects

•Epsilon Eridani: home to an ammonite colony and a human contact

mission

•Sirius: formerly occupied by a hosti le al ien species, now home to the

Sophontology Studies Institute

•Procyon: home to a fluorian colony and a human contact mission

•Omicron Eridani: the site of a dilapidated colony inhabited by

squatters, criminals, and outcasts

•Way Stations total ing eight in number, that support traffic between

various Core Loop Systems

Old Frontier
The Old Frontier is a scattering of settlements beyond the Core

Loop which al l l ie roughly along a single route beginning at the way

station in the Lacail le 8760 system. It extends from Delta Pavonis al l

the way to Zeta Doradus, 38 l ight-years from Terra.

Kruger 60 Cluster
The Kruger 60 Cluster refers to the Kruger 60 star system and 10

others within 9 l ight-years of it. While easily accessible to each other,

the stars of this cluster are difficult to reach without FTL2.0

technology, which gave Terran Galactic Operations the opportunity to

develop the Kruger 60 Cluster free of competition during the first half

of the 23rd century. This al lowed TGO to grow into the massive

interstel lar corporate state that it is today. Fol lowing the Terracide,

TGO has the largest functioning economy in Terran Space, and self-

sufficient settlements in every system of the Kruger 60 Cluster. These

advantages, however, have made the Cluster a magnet for refugees

seeking safety, and ultimately a target for those seeking to “unify” al l

the Terran settlements.

The Dark Between the Stars

The Faster-Than-Light (FTL) Drive, sometimes referred to as the

Interstellar Overdrive, can travel from one star system to another, but it must

be re-calibrated between each use. However, this recalibration process can

only be performed near a large massive object such as a star or planet. So

transiting into interstellar space, far from any calibration point, is a one way

trip. While the FTL Drive is useful for journeys from one star to another, the

vast dark spaces between star systems remain mostly unexplored by

humanity.
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Kruger 60 Cluster locations include:

•Kruger 60: the home of TGO corporate HQ – a constel lation of

habitats known as The Complex

•Groombridge 34: home to Marathon Free Station, the oldest habitat

in the Cluster

•Ross 248: the site of a Celestial Guard fleet base

•61 Cygni: a major nexus of traffic from Terra and home of the

famous Dyson tree habitats

•Sigma Draconis: the site of the War Garden terrforming project and

a battleground in the Titan War

•EV Lacertae: the most active flare star in Terran Space and the site of

many independent habitats.

•Eta Cassiopaeia: the site of a multi-species trading outpost

constructed by the fluorians

•Snake Eyes: the site of the largest Celestial Guard fleet base in the

Cluster

•New Cydonia: a desert world being terraformed by a cooperative of

Ares types

•Struve 2398: the newest settlement in the Cluster and another

former Titan War battleground

•Agharta (V1581 Cygni): home to many governments in exile from

old Terra.

The Lunatic Fringe and Far Between
The Lunatic Fringe is a wild and only recently settled region

beyond the Kruger 60 Cluster, composed of independent settlements

along a route beginning at Eta Cassiopaeia. The route has two

branches, one of which ends at Upsilon Andromedae, and the other

terminates at Iota Piscium – the most remote settlement in Terran

Space, 45 l ight years from Sol .

The Far Between refers to any other regions within the partial ly

explored volume of Terran Space; roughly any system within a

boundary 45 to 50 l ight years of Sol . There are very few confirmed

settlements in the Far Between, although rumors abound of “lost

colonies” founded by isolationists who wanted to distance

themselves from humanity and start their own civil izations without

any interference from outsiders. Explorers sometimes find the

remnants of such experiments, long after their demise. Others have

stumbled across such places sti l l fu l l of paranoid separatists, and

never left. Of course, the Far Between was a dangerous place long

before human beings began to settle there: it's a vast dark expanse

with lots of unknown ways to get kil led. Or get rich.
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Kruger 60 Cluster

All distances in light years.
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Getting Organized

Terran Space is home to a great many organizations. On the

interstel lar scene, large organizations are the movers and

shakers who make things happen. They're the governments, the

mil itaries, the corporations, the media, and the various NGOs (non

government organizations) representing major interests. Player

characters may be affi l iated with one or more of them by virtue of

their background story or an Edge taken during character generation,

or both. And they wil l inevitably become entangled with numerous

organizations during their adventures as patrons, connections, rivals,

enemies, and hopeful ly as al l ies.

Terran Organizations are notable for their absence. A few

members of these organizations remain, by virtue of having been

visiting the Colonies when the Terracide occurred. Not surprisingly,

many of the surviving VIP's from the Terran government now hold

positions of power within the nascent Ridpath Junta, and they may

soon have direct control over al l of Terran Space.

•The Global Assembly: primarily an economic council , the GA was a

de facto world government

•High Council on Space Transport: HiCoST administered al l the Core

Loop Colonies

•Terran Home Fleet (THF): used to protect Terra, destroyed in the

Terracide. Only one task force remains, led by Ridpath’s flagship,

the battle carrier New Dominion.

Core Colony Organizations are predominantly active in the Core

Loop region. Most of these survived the Terracide almost completely

intact, but ironical ly, they may not survive long afterwards. Due to the

standing pol icies of HiCoST, many of these organizations (l ike the

Core Loop Colonies themselves) were kept in l ine by making them

dependent on funding from Terra, which has now been completely

cut off. Al l of them are looking for new sources of revenue in the

aftermath, and some of them have completely bought into the

Ridpath Junta's promises of security and prosperity under the new

regime.

•The Colonial Constabulatory: charged with keeping peace inside the

colony habitats

•The Colonial Reserve Fleet (CRF): charged with keeping the peace in

Core Loop star systems

•Colonial Mil itia: The CRF's el ite corps of starship troopers, the

majority of whom are Ursa types

•Sophontology Studies Institute: famous and prestigious center of

al ien studies located at Sirius.

•ISTAR: the Inter-Stel lar Tariff Arbitration Regime regulates trade in

al l al ien technology

•The OFFICE: covert arm of ISTAR, so secretive nobody knows what

the acronym stands for

•Solar Express: interstel lar shipping company with a near monopoly

on Core Loop services

•The Junta: mil itary government formed after Terracide by THF, CRF,

ISTAR, and OFFICE personnel
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Kruger 60 Cluster Organizations are predominantly active in the

Kruger 60 Cluster. Al l of these are in some way connected with the

Terran Galactic Operations company which original ly settled this

cluster. Al l of them share in the “corporate culture” of TGO; their

people are independent, proud of it, and opposed to any interference

from the Core Loop. Ironical ly, the loss of Terra has actual ly increased

the threat of such interfence, as the Core Colonies' fai l ing economies

have the Ridpath Junta looking towards the Kruger 60 Cluster. Since

the Terracide, al l of these organizations have been extremely active in

preparation for a confrontation which appears to be inevitable.

•Terran Galactic Operations: Interstel lar development company and

independent corporate state

•TGO Legal Department: company peace keepers with jurisdiction in

al l TGO habitats

•Special Projects, Inc: the R&D arm of TGO, used to hide their “black

ops” projects in plain sight

•The Celestial Guard: advanced war fleet built to fight the titans,

defenders of the Kruger 60 Cluster

•The Apogee Brigade: The Celestial Guard's el ite corps of starship

troopers, primarily Leo types.

•The Lacerta Syndicate: formerly an independent corsair fleet, now

operated by Special Projects, Inc.

Independent Organizations may be found operating anywhere in

Terran Space. Merchants, journal ists, scientists, and criminals are al l

organized on interstel lar scales, and may be encountered anywhere.

With few exceptions, most of these are not easily divided into “good

guys and bad guys” and everyone wil l have a different opinion of

each. Some origanizations may include both heroic and vil lainous

characters; the galaxy is a complicated place.

•United Terran Press: the number one source of news across Terran

Space

•Doctors Without Limits: the interstel lar extension of Terra's Doctors

Without Borders organization

•Free Trade League: col lective of independent starship owner-

operators

•New Terran Colonial Foundation: dedicated to finding a new home

for humanity, or making one

•Living Galaxy Foundation: adapting humanity to new environments

via genetic engineering

•Galaxy's Most Dangerous: a tel l al l galactic travel guide with a

reputation for going anywhere

•Planetary Conservation Society: protestors who see terraforming as

a violation of planets' true natures

•The Curators: a loose network of criminals who trade in Terran rel ics;

they are considered dangerous

•Sons of Terra: terrorists determined to avenge the Terracide who

frequently target the wrong victims
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Aliens: The Good, the

Bad, the Inscrutable

Humanity has encountered a number of al ien species since

leaving its home system, and no two of them have been

remotely similar. While humans have learned to interact peaceful ly

with most of them, a few have been intractably hosti le, leaving no

alternative but war for humanity.

•Keepers: mysterious, cryogenic information brokers; their entire

species is quantum-entangled

•Fluorians: high-temperature SO2 breathers, masters of esoteric

philosophy, fascinated by humanity

•Ammonites: cold-natured ammonium breathers with a rigid caste-

based society

•Cytherians: extreme high-temperature sil icon-based fluorine

breathers with ancestral memories

•Titans: very large, technological ly advanced methane breathers

known for their might–makes–right worldview

•Jovians: gigantic gas-giant dwel lers of nearly unl imited longevity

and intel lect; masters of bio-engineering

•Sirians: unindentified hosti le species driven out of the Sirius system

over a century ago

•VENOMs: abbreviation for von Neumann Machines; highly

dangerous nanotech repl icators

A Condensed History

ofTerran Interstellar

Exploration
2050-2100:

•Exploration and development of the Solar System's resources

•Terraforming of Earth to reverse the effects of cl imate change

•Genetic engineering of Gemini, Mensae, Ares, and Aquila types

2100-2150:

•Contact with the keepers at Proxima Centauri

•Acquisition of the Interstel lar Overdrive, aka FTL1.0

•Construction of the High Council on Space Transport's exploration

fleet

2150-2160:

•Exploration of the Core Loop systems

•First contact with fluorians at Procyon, ammonites at Epsilon Eridani,

and the sirians

•Terraforming projects are begun at Epsilon Indi and Tau Ceti

2160-2170:

•Outer Loop settlements are establ ished to bypass Sirius, completing

the Core Loop route
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•Al ien technology trade causes market crash on Terra

•The Global Assembly establ ishes ISTAR to regulate trade in al ien

tech in Terran Space

•TGO moves its corporate headquarters to the UV Ceti system

2170-2180:

•Terran Galactic Operations builds new Fusion Propulsion Lab in the

Oort Cloud

•Fusion Propulsion Lab launches the Tangaroa using a massive

particle beam

•Terrorists occupy the Lab and turn the particle beam against Earth

(which is beginning to be known as Terra). The attack destroys

the Antarctic ice shelf, causing global flooding and evacuation

2180-2190:

•ISTAR assaults the Sirius system, driving out the hosti le al iens which

occupy it

•Sirius B is declared off-l imits by ISTAR, but Sirius A is open to

interstel lar shipping

•Tangaroa arrives at Groombridge 34B, purchases improved

Interstel lar Overdrive

•TGO begins construction of its own fleet, using FTL2.0 technology

2190-2200:

•TGO begins sel l ing FTL1.0 starships on the open market, starting a

war with ISTAR

•The First Trade War with ISTAR is short-l ived, due to TGO's

technology advantage

•Marathon Free Station is establ ished in the Groombridge 34B system

•Completion of the Orbital Tower accelerates the evacuation of Earth

2200-2210:

•Exploration of the Kruger 60 Cluster by TGO

•First contact with the jovians, cytherians, and titans

•Genetic engineering of the Ursa types and the Virgo types

2210-2220:

•Terraforming operations begin at New Cydonia by a cooperative of

Ares types

•Independent settlement at Zeta Reticul i attacked by von neumann

machines (VENOMs)

2220-2230:

•Genetic engineering of the Leo types

•Second Trade War between TGO and ISTAR breaks out, both sides

commit war crimes

•The van Manenn accords are signed, governing interstel lar wars in

Terran Space

2230-2240:

•Repeated terraforming missions to Sigma Draconis Destroyed by

titans

•War official ly declared on Titans by TGO

•Planetary Conservation Society threatens to use violence to halt

terraforming efforts
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2240-2250:

•Planetary Conservation Society activists kil l 2000 terraformers at Tau

Ceti

•Due to budget cuts, the Omicron Eridani colony is placed under

ISTAR control

2250-2260:

•The Titan War continues in the Kruger 60 cluster, with no end in

sight

•TGO builds a massive war fleet – the Celestial Guard

2260-2270:

•Independent settlement at Upsilon Andromedae is attacked

byVENOMs

•ISTAR claims jurisdiction over al l VENOM incidents in Terran Space

•The Colonial Reserve Fleet moves on the Kruger 60 cluster to back

ISTAR's pol icy

2270-2280:

•The Third Trade War involves the Celestial Guard, the CRF, ISTAR,

and the titans

•The Celestial Guard upgrades its vessels with FTL3.0 technology,

gaining an edge

•The CRF and ISTAR withdraw, leaving the Celestial Guard to deal

with the titans

2280-2290:

•The Celestial Guard forces the titans out of Terran Space via the Chi

Draconis system

•Marathon Free Station's citizens exercise their “buy out” option and

leave TGO

•Terraforming operations at Sigma Draconis are final ly under way

•TGO begins sel l ing starships with FTL2.0 on the open market

2290-2300:

•Every system in the Kruger 60 cluster now has a permanent human

presence

•Omicron Eridani colony is stricken by a plague due to poor l iving

conditions

•Rel ief efforts by Doctors Without Limits temporari ly save Omicron

Colony

2300-2310:

•Omicron Colony suffers a major l ife support fai lure, forcing its

evacuation

•Colonial Reserve troops open fire on Omicron citizens refusing to

evacuate

•At New Cydonia, 100 Planetary Conservation Society activists die

attempting to protest a planned terraforming cometary impact

2311:

•Humanity's entire home star system is destroyed by an event known

as the Terracide




